Using a DiI-labeled cortical slice culture technique could be regarded as a part of a neuroepithelial system (Supplemental Figure S2 ) modified from the pioneering consisting of multiple types of cells differing in their method of Chenn and McConnell (1995), we were able length. These RC2-based earlier studies and the aboveto examine the complete morphology of a single radial mentioned recent functional studies suggest that radial glial cell and its cell cycle-dependent changes, as well as glial cells in rodents are organized in a complex multicelthe "flow" of its plasma membrane. This morphological lular system (Misson et al., 1988) Figure  S3E ; Supplemental Movie S5 shows an animated version of Figure 3) . The spatial orientation of the radial processes was indistinguishable before and after cell division, which was also noted in similar time-lapse observations at longer intervals (n ϭ ‫)001ف‬ (Supplemental Figures S4A and S4F Radial Glial Cell Body A single radial fiber extends from only one of two comand the radial neurons, which was subsequently examined directly in DiI P -labeled E14 slices (Supplemental partments separated by a cleavage plane in the metaphase-to-anaphase cell on the ventricular surface (FigFigure S2 ). Figure  6B″ ) or RC2 (2/2, but a little weaker than the surrounding long process and the upper (IZ) cell had a short process. We observed ten more cases that suggested that neu-RC2 ϩ fibers; Figure 6A″ ). In single immunostaining of Figures 6C and 7A ) and was also similar in spatial orientation to the processes descending from CP neurons, with "beading" that had been observed in a previous Golgi study on the developing opossum neocortex (Morest, 1970) . Some (7/16) of these CP cells also had another axon-like fiber extending ventrally through the IZ. Bifurcation of these two descending fibers was seen clearly at the level of CP/IZ border. The fact that DiI P labeling allowed successful visualization of the descending portion of these CP cells could reflect that the Figure S4F ) and was also exhibited by a daughter cell spots were seen in the tail of these short neurons, supthat was positive for Ki67, a proliferative cell marker porting the possibility that radial neurons and these (Hartfuss et al., 2001) (Supplemental Figures S4A, S4D , "short neurons" are distinct. Although we believe that and S4E). In a separate set of more intensive observathese short neurons originate mostly at the ventricular tions for shorter time period, it was noticed that cases surface because they were first detected in the VZ and of cell division with a cleavage plane vertical to the their thin tailing processes were connected to the venventricular surface were often followed by extension of tricular surface (Figure 7FЈ ), we do not exclude the possia new fiber from the daughter cell that did not inherit bility that some of the radial neurons transformed into the original fiber (4/4). The "vertical" cleavage plane can the shorter IZ cells. The orientation of the short IZ cells be regarded as an important sign of symmetric cell outvaried; some were completely perpendicular to the pial put which gives rise to two progenitor cells (Chenn and surface, while others were parallel or oblique. These McConnell, 1995). Our time-lapse observation therefore IZ cells without radial fibers tended to be seen more supports the possibility that daughter cells extending frequently in DiI V -labeled slices prepared at E15 than at new ascending fibers may belong to the progenitor pop-E14 ( Figure 7D) , suggesting that the inheritance of piaulation, as previously suggested through Golgi and elecconnected radial glial fibers by neurons is regulated tron microscopic observation of the E12-13 mouse neotemporally.
cortex (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971). ϩ and constitute, together with those of the proliferative RGCs, the radial fiber system.
Newly Generated Progenitor Cell Grows a New

Long, Short, or Growing Progenitor Cells
The midembryonic RGC has similarities, despite its different length, to the early telencephalic neuroepithelial cell: both express Nestin (and RC2 in mice), have attachments to the ventricular surface with ␤ catenin expression (Chenn et al., 1998; Supplemental Figure S3G ), undergo to-and-fro movement, divide at the ventricular surface, generate neurons, and are connected to the pial surface. Therefore, it might be easier to group these cells into one neuronogenic population (Alvarez-Buylla ration from other VZ cells and also from gap junction
